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Motivated by recent interest in low dimensional arrays of atoms, we experimentally investigated the way
cold collisional processes are affected by the geometry of the considered atomic sample. More specifically,
we studied the case of photoassociative ionization (PAI) both in a storage ring where collision is more unidi-
rectional in character and in a trap with clear undefinition of collision axis. First, creating a ring shaped trap
(atomotron) we investigated two-color PAI dependence with intensity and polarization of a probing laser.
The intensity dependence of the PAI rate was also measured in a magneto-optical trap presenting equivalent
temperature and density conditions. Indeed, the results show that in the ring trap, the value of the PAI rate
constant is much lower and does not show evidences of saturation, unlike in the case of the 3D-MOT. Cold
atomic collisions in storage ring may represent new possibilities for study.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

The field of cold atomic collisions followed the overall development
of cold atomic physics in general [1]. The area gave rise to an exciting
collection of scientific opportunities and still provides steam for future
achievements. Study of novel cold collision geometries may contribute
to a better understanding of reaction dynamics, possibly pushing back
the frontiers of quantum chemistry.

One of the many questions that motivated the investigation of
cold collisions is how an optical field can modify the outcome of a col-
lisional encounter. A natural environment for observation of such an ef-
fect is an atomic trap, like themagneto-optical trap (MOT) for instance.
In such a system there is no preferable axis of collision and only average
effects can be measured. Experiments involving atomic beams deceler-
ated by radiation pressure, yet are alternatives to this situation [2].
However, for collisions in the sub-millikelvin temperature regime, the
atomic beam density is usually much below the one you can reach in
a MOT. Recently though, our research group has advised a new way to
study cold collisions, producing a ring shaped trap (atomotron) [3],
where atomic encounters preferably take place along one single direc-
tion. This trap actually works close to a continuous atomic beam of
cold atoms with the tangential direction as the preferable collisional
axis.

Concerning cold collision processes, Photoassociative Ionization
(PAI) [4] probably figures amongst the most important ones. PAI is
a two step molecular formation resulting in an ionized dimer. PAI

was the first measured collisional process observed between cooled
atoms [5] and even though it already has been intensively explored
[1], open questions still remain, specially related to the relative reac-
tion rates measured in traps and in atomic beams. Due to technical
difficulties, temperatures in both systems were never compatible
and a fair comparison was never performed for sodium.

Conventional associative ionization proceeds in two steps: excita-
tion of isolated atoms followed by molecular autoionization when the
two atoms approach. In contrast, PAI always starts from ground states
because atoms move so slowly that radiative lifetimes become short
compared to the collision time. PAI is a process that consists in
photo excitation of the incoming scattering flux with subsequent
photon excitation to a double excited level autoionizing at short
range.

In this experiment, by the first time, we realized measurements of
the PAI rate constant at equivalent temperatures but in geometries
where either a 3D aspect or a 1D aspect is predominant. We first
used a MOT as a collisional system without favorable collision axis
and then our storage ring for cold atoms (atomotron) as an experi-
mental system presenting a single predominant collision axis. Both
systems operate at equilibrium temperature such that differences in
reaction rates can only be associated to the spatial capability of the
atoms to explore the collision. On top of being intrinsically interesting,
the outcoming results demonstrate new possibilities to explore ultra-
cold chemistry in geometries that are alternatives to those offered by
conventional traps.

The experimental set-up was already described elsewhere [6],
therefore only most relevant features will be mentioned here. Hot
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sodium atoms (≈500 K) are evaporated in an oven and slowed down
on their way to the experiment chamber by a Zeeman atomic deceler-
ator [7]. These atoms are finally captured in a MOTwhich slowly loads
up to an effective atomic density of 109 atoms/cm3.

All laser beams are produced by ring dye lasers. The trapping laser is
detuned of 2Γ≈2π×10 MHz to the red of the F=2−F′=3 transition
(where Γ is the natural linewidth of the excited state). Repumping
light is then generated by a home-made 1.77 GHz electro-optical mod-
ulator producing sidebands in the trapping laser spectrum. Typically,
the intensity associated to the cooling light is of 8.5 mW/cm2 and the
resulting intensity of the repumping light of about 3.5 mW/cm2. The
slowering light is detuned of 60 MHz to the blue of the F=2−F′=3
transition. A third dye laser (probe laser) is used in order to perform
the second excitation of the two-color PAI process.

The correct unbalance between the cooling laser and the repumper
laser allows us to produce most of the population in the 3S1/2(F=2)
or 3S1/2(F=1) ground state, depending on our choice. We normally
work with a strong cooling laser, which provides the starting point for
the collision as 3S1/2(F=1)+3S1/2(F=1) from being further excited
by the repumping laser, as described in the diagram of Fig. 1.

The fluorescence of the MOT is collected onto a calibrated photo-
diode (providing the number of trapped atoms), while a CCD camera
makes an image of the trap and provides its dimensions. An ion detector
is positioned 50 mm away from the central trapping region in order to
collect signal from the PAI.

In some of the experiments we transformed our MOT into an ato-
motron [8,9] by inducing small parallel misalignments (≈5 mm) of
the x and z beams of the trap, as shown on Fig. 2 (a). A CCD image
of the MOT showing trapped atoms under the action of the vortex
force is shown on Fig. 2 (b). In that case, the probe laser is intersecting
with the atomic ring at right angle and is focused through a long focal
length lens in order to have a nearly cylindrical interaction zone. It
can deliver up to 200 mW and is focused to a diameter of approxi-
mately 100 μm, restricting the collision volume to be considered.

We performed two-color PAI experiments in two different trap
geometries: (i) a usual MOT, where collision axes can be considered
as random (3D-case) and (ii) an atomotron presenting a nearly one
collision axis (1D-case). In a first set of experiments the PAI rate
was measured in the atomotron as a function of the probe polariza-
tion, keeping a constant intensity. While in a second set of experi-
ments the PAI rate was measured in both traps, as a function of the
probing laser intensity.

PAI is a two step process that has been extensively described in
earlier references [1,10]. Therefore we will only remind here this pro-
cess for clarity of the forthcoming discussion, using four stages, Fig.
1can help the visualization of the description: (1) A pair of ultracold
atoms in the ground state follows a collisional trajectory in the

presence of a radiation field. Note that in our case, due to the relative
intensity of cooling and repumping light, most of the trapped atoms
are in ground state 3S1/2(F=1). (2) One atom of the colliding pair ab-
sorbs a photon and is promoted, at long range, to an attractive C3/R3

potential of an intermediate state (Na+Na∗). The two atoms are ac-
celerated towards each other. (3) Absorption of a second photon pro-
motes the pair to a doubly excited state Na∗+Na∗. (4) The pair
autoionizes to Na2

++e− at short range.The whole process can be
summed up as:

Naþ Naþ ℏω1→Naþ Na� þ ℏω2→Na�2→Naþ2 þ e− ð1Þ

The PAI rate is then given by [10]:

d Naþ2
� �

dt
¼ KPAI Na½ �2V ; ð2Þ

where KPAI is the cold molecule photoassociative ionization rate con-
stant for a collision happening at temperature T and a fixed probe
laser frequency. [Na] represents the atomic density, and V is the inter-
action volume. Note that in the case of the atomotron, the volume is
defined by the overlap between the ring and the probe beam. Tem-
perature T of atoms in the ring trap was previously determined as
220±20 μK using a time-of-flight technique [14] and can be assumed
to be practically similar in the case of the MOT.

The tangential mean velocity for the atoms in the ring distribution
is approximately 50 cm/s. The transversal velocity was already inves-
tigated in the past [9], and is related to the recoil process during spon-
taneous emission. We showed that this transverse velocity
distribution is at least five times narrow than the tangential spread
[3]. This results in a low transverse velocity component, which gives
to the system a 1D character.

In a first set of experiments, the effect of the probe laser polarization
on the PAI rate constant was investigated in the atomotron. The probe
laser is detuned 625 MHz away to the blue of the F=2−F′=3 transi-
tion and is continuously shining on theatoms. Its linear polarization is
rotated by steps of 10° and the corresponding ion creation rate collected,
from which the corresponding PAI rate constant is deduced from
Eq. (2).

These experiments can be understood in the following way.
According to Stwalley et al. [11], within the first 5 GHz detuning of
the probe laser, the two-excitation PAI process consists of an initial
excitation (g→e) to a “pure long-range” state of 0g− symmetry. The
second excitation (e→ee) is then promoted by a light with parallel
(perpendicular) polarization that changes the quantum number for
the total electronic angular momentum projection along the quanti-
zation axis by 0 (1). This step promotes the population to the doubly
excited state of 0u− (1u) symmetry. These possibilities of processes can
be seen graphically Fig. 3. The pair of atoms in the doubly excited
state subsequently autoionizes at short range, if the scattering flux
reaches the 3Σu

+molecular state before the occurrence of a spontaneous
decay.

In the present experiment, the probe beam, which promotes the
second excitation of the PAI process, propagates at a right angle
with respect to the plane of the atomotron. The probe's polarization
axis is aligned either parallel (i. e., along the tangential direction of
the storage ring), or perpendicular (i. e., along its radial direction).
Defining the components of the transition dipole moment μ

→
by μ||

aligned along the molecular internuclear axis and μ⊥ perpendicular to
it, one can write the dipole coupling matrix element as e E

→
: μ
→

���
���ee =

〈e|E||μ|||ee〉 + 〈e|E⊥μ⊥|ee〉.
In general the effect of the field can then be decomposed along the

parallel and perpendicular directions. As for the parallel direction, the
product can be written as

Ejjμ jj ¼ Ezμz ð3Þ
Fig. 1. Diagrammatic representation of the photoassociative ionization mechanism in
ultracold sodium. In this process two slowly colliding atoms absorb slightly red
detuned photons in the trap.
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since z coincides in our definition to the collision axis of the two mole-
cules. On the other hand the x, y axes are not defined in the experiment
(remember that the x, y, z axes are fixed on the collision) as compared
with the already defined z-axis. Therefore, the perpendicular component
of the polarization is naturally a composition of Ex, Ey for the colliding
pair. We therefore write

E⊥μ⊥ ¼ Exμx þ Eyμy ð4Þ

For an isotropic interacting potential μx=μy and therefore
E⊥μ⊥=(Ex+Ey)μx When the polarization of light is parallel, E⊥=0
and E||=E0. That results in a rate constant

kjj∝ 〈e E
→

: μ
→

���
���ee〉

���
���
2
¼ E0

2
〈e μz

�� ��ee〉
�� ��2 ð5Þ

On the other hand, when the polarization is perpendicular E||=0
and Ex=E0cosθ, Ey=E0sinθ (with θ being the angle between the po-
larization and x-axis, resulting in

k⊥∝ 〈e E
→

: μ
→

���
���ee〉

���
���
2
¼ E0

2

4
〈e μx

�� ��ee〉
�� ��2 ð6Þ

where the 1
4 comes from the average on θ.Therefore, when measuring

the rate constants K|| and K⊥ for identical conditions of probe intensity,
one can expect K||/K⊥=4, since K is proportional to the squared modu-
lus of thematrix element . And this iswhat we experimentally observed
and represented on Fig. 4. Although this simple model indeed explains
the overall factor of 4, it does not predict the dependence observed for
other linear polarizations. A more detailed model would be necessary
to fully explain the behavior of K with respect to the polarization
angle in intermediate cases, but similar results were obtained in exper-
iments using a decelerated atomic beam of sodium [12].

The polarization experiment therefore certifies that in the atomo-
trom, the axis of collision is better determined, when compared to a

regular trap. This result validates our choice of the atomotron as an
ultracold close to unidimensional system, in which PAI rates can finally
be reasonably compared to those obtained in a standard 3D MOT.

Consequently, in a second set of experiments, determination of
KPAI as a function of intensity was carried out in both trapping config-
urations (Fig. 5), in order to dig further into dimensionality effects on
PAI. The MOT is constantly on, as well as the probe laser, whose polar-
ization is now kept circular.

Rate constant KPAI can actually be seen as an average of the monoe-
nergetic rate constant K(E,ω) over the distribution of collision energies
f(E, T) available in the trap at temperature T:

KPAI T;ωð Þ ¼ ∫∞
0
f E; Tð ÞK E;ωð ÞdE; ð7Þ

and if K(E,ω) is a priori independent of the geometry of the system, f(E,
T) is not. Hereω represents the frequency of light employed, in our case
as the second step of PAI. For our experiments this frequency is kept
constant.

Varying the intensity of the probe beam and measuring the ion pro-
duction rate, the interaction volume and the number of atoms, we could
calculate KPAI for both an atomotron and a 3D MOT, with a probe laser
detuning frequency of 2.7 GHzwith respect to the F=2−F′=3 transi-
tion. The comparison data is shown in Fig. 5. There one can observe that
KPAI
1D is more than one order of magnitude smaller than KPAI

3D. Similar

Fig. 2. (a) Racetrack misalignment of the Gaussian laser beams to create an atomic distribution in the form of a ring in the xz-plane. (b) An image of the sodium atomotron through a
CCD camera. The encircled region is where the probe laser overlaps with the atomotron.

Fig. 3. The two-excitation PAI process: first excitation (g→e) promoted by a circular
polarized light (ωR) from the repumper laser. Second excitation (e→ee) promoted
by a linear polarized light from the probe laser, that could be decomposed in parallel
(i. e., along the tangential direction of the storage ring) (ω||

P), which would populate
the Ou

− symmetry state, or perpendicular (i. e., along its radial direction) (ω⊥
P ), which

would populate the 1u symmetry state.

Fig. 4. PAI rate constant KPAI/K0 measured in the atomotron as a function of the probe
laser polarization angle. Polarization angle of 0° corresponds to light polarization
parallel to the preferable direction of the movement and an angle of 90° to a polarization
which is orthogonal to themovement direction. Note that for clarity, KPAI is normalized on
this graph so that itsmaximumvalue corresponds to 1. For the actual value of KPAI, refer to
Fig. 5. Error bars include standard deviation on ten experimental shots and uncertainty on
the density of the cloud.
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behavior was observed for photoassociationin a rubidium atomotron
[3]. The first contribution to such a ratio is certainly the polarization de-
pendence of KPAI

1D that we formerly pointed out. For a circular polariza-
tion the observed value KPAI

1D is a factor 3.4 lower than the one
measured in the 1D case employing a linear polarization parallel to
the collision axis. Yet, even after correction for polarization, a factor of
approximately 15 is still separating the 1D from the 3D situation.

One hypothesis to explain the remaining difference in the photo-
associative ionization rate can be associated with a reduced available
phase space in the case of 1D collisions, translated by the fact that the
collision energy distribution f(E, T) depends on the dimensionality of
the trapped cloud as pointed out in [13]. Indeed,

f 1D E; Tð Þ ¼ 1
ffiffiffi
π

p e−E=kBT

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E=kBT

p ¼ kBT
2E

f 3D E; Tð Þ: ð8Þ

From these equations, one can realize that even if f1D(E, T) tends to
infinity when E goes to zero, its value remains below the value of
f3D(E, T) all over the range of energies concerned by PAI. Indeed, the
laser producing the first excitation of the PAI process (repumping
laser) is detuned of Δ1=−2Γ with respect to the F=1−F′=2 tran-
sition and is preferably resonant with atoms of energy E1=2ℏΓ≈kBT.
Therefore, for the concerned range of energies, the distribution func-
tion weighs K(E, ω) more heavily in the 3D case than in the 1D case,
leading to higher values of KPAI in the MOT.

However, concerning the overall behavior of PAI as a function of in-
tensity, there is a strong indicative that the curvatures of the graphics
are opposite for theMOT and the Atomotron.While the first four points
indicate a positive curvature for the Atomotron the opposite is observed
with theMOT. This behavior together with the remaining points indi-
cates the occurrence of a possible saturation for the MOT, which
seems to be not present in the case of Atomotron. This is however
just an hypothesis. Saturation of PAI with intensity was already ob-
served in previous experiments [15], but only in the case of single
color PAI in a MOT. In that system, a local equilibrium theory,
where the atoms interact with the light fields near the Condon
points, could not fully explain the results. A more elaborated theory,
based on Liouville evolution equation for the density matrix ele-
ments, matched better with the experiment. That approximation

was called Optical-Bloch-Equations (OBE) and was developed by
Band and Julienne [16].

However, there is no report on investigation of intensity dependence
of two color PAI, and the reason why we observe saturation in the 3D
case is not fully understood yet. In the present experiment, the evolution
of the PAI rate constant is observed as a function only of the intensity of
the second optical excitation of the process. The laser responsible for the
first step of PAI (repumping laser) is kept at constant intensity, conse-
quently promoting a constant flux of atomic pairs to the intermediate
state Na+Na∗. After motion along the attractive branch of this state, the
flux of pairs can be intercepted by the probe laser (of adjustable intensity)
and promoted to the doubly excited state Na∗+Na∗, which can finally
evolve to short range ionization. In this situation, saturation can be due
to several different factors. According to us, the most important of them
would be the limitation of the incoming flux in the intermediate state
and the light shift caused by the probe laser.

Since the first PAI step takes place at constant intensity, the exci-
tation rate to the intermediate state Na+Na∗ is fixed. Excitation to
the doubly excited state and ionization will therefore always be lim-
ited by this rate, which can eventually translate into a saturation be-
havior as the intensity of the second laser is increased. The absence of
saturation in the ring configuration could then be due to the constant
renewal of the atomic population available for PAI due to the fact that
atoms are permanently circulating and that we are only exciting a re-
stricted zone of the cloud. In the 3D case though, all the available pairs
are exposed to the PAI laser. Thus after they are accelerated and ion-
ized, production of new pairs in the right configuration for PAI may
require a delay due to thermalization or trapping of new atoms, that
could lead to saturation of the process. This is in fact in agreement
with the fact that the interaction time is on the order of 10−8 s
while the cooling time is at least 10 times longer. Therefore ionized
atoms are not replaced by the cooling process, creating a saturation
behavior.

On another hand, as the intensity of the probe increases, the light
shifts caused onto the intermediate state may decrease the transfer of
population to the doubly excited state and reduce the efficiency of the
process, also causing a saturation type effect. However, light shifts
should occur regardless of the collision dimensionality (1D or 3D)
and this is why we think that saturation of the 3D PAI rate constant
with the probe intensity is most probably due to the limitation of
pairs entering the intermediate channel Na+Na∗. But the variations
on the wave-packet dynamics in both dimensionalities may be such
that a difference is expected for the investigated range of intensities.
Nevertheless, full explanation provided with a OBE type model is
clearly out of the scope of this report, though we hope that some in-
terest may rise for the complex theoretical aspects of this problem. In
any case, this is just an hypothesis which has to be further experi-
mentally investigated.

Both experiments confirm that collisional behaviors can be very
distinct, depending on the trap geometry. The fact that the collision
axis is determined restricts the available collision space and modifies
the rate of the process as well as its dependence with light intensity
and polarization. Besides opening a door to the relatively unexplored
world of 1D chemistry, present results may find relevance on modern
schemes for quantum computation where 1D arrays of neutral atoms
are proposed [17]. The implementation of such schemes will require
understanding of the possible modification of collisional and shielding
effects [18] in 1D, and gives motivation for further investigation of
cold collisions in low dimensions.
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Fig. 5. PAI rate constant KPAI as a function of the probe laser intensity. Comparison data
between a 3D-MOT (full triangles) and a quasi-1D system (empty triangles). The error
bars include standard deviation on ten experimental shots and uncertainty on the density
of the cloud. One can observe the difference in magnitude of KPAI

3D and KPAI
1D (a factor 50 in

favor of the 3D-MOT), as well as the fact that only KPAI
3D shows signs of saturation for this

range ofprobe intensities. Circular polarization was used in both trapping configurations.
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